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Objectives

• Understand why empathy is important in the health professions.
• Define the humanities and discuss their use in physical therapy 

education to cultivate empathy.
• Discuss the challenges of measuring empathy as an outcome of 

learning activities.
• Consider several practical classroom activities using the humanities 

in a variety of patient populations.
• Share successes and struggles among audience members with using 

humanities to cultivate empathy.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
 BackgroundWhat is empathy?  Different definitionsEmpathy (Carl Rogers, dictionary)= imagine experiencing the situation,1 Put yourself in another’s shoes, feel things more deeplySympathy = concern for another person, sometimes pity, sadness, sorrow, feel things alongside another personEmpathy (Stein) = Empathy is a multi-step process that includes sympathy.  Self-transposal, active listeningIdentification, crossing over of selfSympathy, getting self back with a deeper understandingDifferent definitions = difficult to measure



Why is empathy important?

● Deeper understanding of patient’s needs
● Better adherence & outcomes 
● More compassionate
● Less likely to be sued
● Connects ablest environment & emotional 

pain it causes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is empathy important?ICF model - we might be able to do a better job of thinking about the emotions a patient is experiencing as a result of their disability, as well as which phase of psychosocial adaptation the patient is in.2,3Understand the patient’s lived experience on a deeper levelAllows us to better meet their needsPatients adhere to instructions better and they have better outcomes 4Practitioners are more likely to be perceived as compassionate5Practitioners are less likely to be sued for malpractice  6Dr. Cristina Crosby article in JHR,  (Professor of English and Feminist, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Wesleyan University)- Helps connect the ablest environment and the emotional pain it causes; helps us no longer pity but understand how it feels to be left out of something we would really like to participate in7And healthcare is not the only industry looking at Empathy...



Coughlin JF. The Longevity Economy: Unlocking the World’s Fastest-Growing, Most Misunderstood Market. 1 edition. 
PublicAffairs; 2017.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other industries are looking at empathy, too: MIT AgeLab requires young engineers to wear empathy suit (AGNES) 8-Rings made out of bridge that collapsed - tie their knowledge to the importance it makes in people’s lives

http://paperpile.com/b/fc0IGf/T9MC


Empathy declines in school

Why?    

High levels of personal distress
Demanding curricula
Declines most during clinicals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Empathy declines in school:  Healthcare professionals actually leave school with less empathy then when they started.Due to high levels of personal distressDemanding curricula 9,10Dr. Hojat studied 456 medical students at Thomas Jefferson University.  He found the empathy declines most during the 3rd year - when students are doing more patient care.This seems counter-intuitive because it seems that actually talking to patients would increase empathy.  And we might even think that because we work with people with disabilities, we “get it.”  Working with patients might not be enough.



Can empathy be cultivated?

Batt-Rawden SA, Chisolm MS, Anton B, Flickinger TE. Teaching empathy to medical students: an updated, systematic review. Acad Med.
2013;88(8):1171-1177.

Kelm Z, Womer J, Walter JK, Feudtner C. Interventions to cultivate physician empathy: a systematic review. BMC Med Educ.
2014;14:219.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can empathy be cultivated? 2 systematic lit reviews, one published in 2013 and another in 2014 found that yes, empathy can be increased with targeted interventions.4,11Kelm et al published a systematic literature review in 2014 that found 8 out of 10 students with rigorous designs found that interventions specifically designed to increase empathy were effective.4Batt-Rawden et al found in 2013 that of the 18 articles including in their systematic literature review, 15 reported statistically significant increases in empathy.11The authors of the systematic literature reviews admitted there is a limitation in empathy research because the interventions are not always clearly described.Another problem is, as mentioned previously, empathy is difficult to measure; however, we do have a validated tool  to look at empathy as an outcome: the Jefferson Scale of Empathy created by Hojat et al. 12B. Interventions:  There are many different methods to do this such as:Communication skills trainingRole playing intervention w/ experiential learningMotivational interviewing trainingMindfulness-based stress reductionPBL w/ focus on empathy and communicationExperiential learningPatient interviewswe are going to focus on humanities-related interventionsLiteratureReflective writingTheaterDramaMusic Visual ArtC. Other health professions programs (primarily medical schools) are doing this:  Medical humanities curricula have been established that include ethics, professionalism, and a variety of arts; typically offered as elective courses with positive outcomes University of New South Wales uses “Workshops in Healing” that use art, poetry, music, and literature to understand the patient’s lived condition. Afterward, students reported renewed enthusiasm for their future profession.13The University of California, San Francisco developed The Healer’s Art course in 1991, and it facilitates students’ understanding of who they are as a person is central to the outcome of their work as physicians.13McGill university also has healing workshops in their medical school to facilitate creation of a well-rounded physician.13

http://paperpile.com/b/fc0IGf/HWXv
http://paperpile.com/b/fc0IGf/HWXv
http://paperpile.com/b/fc0IGf/4YVy
http://paperpile.com/b/fc0IGf/4YVy


noun
Plural noun:  humanities

1. the human race; human beings collectively

1. humaneness; benevolence

1. learning or literature concerned with human 
culture, especially literature, history, art, 
music, and philosophy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Humanities as a method of cultivating empathy:  Definitions of humanities14The human raceHuman beings collectivelyHumanity as a trait (humaneness, benevolence)For the sake of the class activities we’re going to talk about: we’re going to use this definition:  learning or topics concerned with human culture, especially literature, history, art, music, film, and philosophy. 14Rationale for the activities we selectedAs people without disabilities, we don’t “get it.”  We don’t fully understand the lived experience of our patients.Goal is to create an opportunity for students to go through the process of self-transposal and identification to develop a deeper understanding of the patient’s lived experience.  The humanities can create that opportunity.



Frankel, D. Marley & Me. [DVD]. Los Angeles, CA: 20th Century Fox; 2008.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example:  Marley & Me:  If I were to tell you that my dog died, you would feel sympathy, and you would tell me how sorry you are to hear that.  But what you feel when Marley dies is much deeper than that.  The writers and actors in the movie are able to make you love Marley as if he were your own dog, and then you are able to experience the loss of this beloved family member.Physiological process: synthesis of a flood of sensory input that is compared to our own memories and emotions.  Visual arts, drama, music, poetry, and narrative writing are all vehicles for activating these systems; interpreting emotions of the artist evokes our own emotionsSo, as a New faculty member trying to figure out how to teach generally young, healthy PT students to understand the psychosocial issues associated with diagnoses such as spinal cord injury and patients with terminal conditions.ChallengesOutcomes are difficult to measureStudent perception of valueFaculty perception of value?



Class Activities
&

Outcomes

Death & Dying
Spinal Cord injury

Chronic Pain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nathan and I use the humanities to meet objectives related to psychosocial issues, empathy, and understanding the lived experience with respect to multiple diagnoses and patient populations, and today I would like to share 2 of the topics I address:  Patients with Terminal Conditions and Patients with Spinal Cord Injuries.  Nathan will talk to you about how he uses humanities with respect to patients with Chronic pain.



Death & Dying

Step 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Class activity surrounding psychosocial issues, the patient’s lived experience and ethical issues in patients with terminal conditions:Step 1:  Reflective writing in an anonymous blog before class (online)Students read Chapter 18 in Patient Practitioner Interaction, 6th Ed. by C. Davis & G. Musolino.15Complete the “Personal Death History” at the end of the chapterCompose the anonymous blog addressing the following question:  What insights came to you as you reviewed your answers on the Personal Death History?



Death & Dying

Step 2

Tolstoy L, Blythe R. The Death of Ivan Ilyich (Bantam 

Classics). Reissue edition. Bantam Dell; 1981.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 2:  Students read: -excerpt from Death of Ivan Ilyich by Leo Tolstoy16- What Should Medicine Do When It Can’t Save You by Atul Gawande17-Dr. Quill’s letter to the NEJM18Used in previous years: Brittany Maynard’s story19

http://paperpile.com/b/fc0IGf/9SFX


Death & Dying

Step 3

Gawande A. What Should Medicine Do When It Can’t Save You? The New Yorker. July 2010. 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2010/08/02/letting-go-2. Accessed March 25, 2019.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 3:-Class discussion is led by undergraduate philosophy professor who is on the bioethics committee for a local hospital system-He is able to guide students through articulation of Ivan’s feelings about the end of his life and his relationship with the character Gerasim who is Ivan’s servant, and his role most closely resembles that of a P.T.  Students explore why Ivan trusted Gerasim so much, and that is likely because Gerasim listened without judgement, and the effect was that Ivan was moved down a path toward spiritual health.-He is able to help students put themselves in the shoes of an individual with a terminal illness and consider the “rightness” or “wrongness” of end-of-life choices.  -Finally, he stretches students to consider these decisions from the perspectives of all stakeholders: the patient, the healthcare provider, the family, lawmakers, insurance providers, etc.

http://paperpile.com/b/fc0IGf/nrrI


Outcomes
“I knew that there is more than one philosophy, but I now realize that you 
can change philosophies depending upon the context of the situation.”

“I will also practice with care ethics to answer the question ‘how can I be 
an excellent PT?’ I need to know when I am focusing too much on my 
excellence instead of focusing on needs of my patients – this way I will 
provide the best care to my patients.“

“I realize the importance of setting aside preconceived notions of right 
and wrong and truly evaluating pros and cons of many different options. I 
believe that exposing us to this material before our professional careers 
even begin will help us to develop a more mature perspective on the 
toughest issues in life, and our experience will allow us to serve our 
patients in the best way possible.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students come into the class with their own experiences, values, & beliefs fairly well articulated,  and they leave with the understanding that their patients and members of their interprofessional teams may have different values & beliefs so judgement will need to be suspended in order to provide the best possible care. They are able to put themselves in their patient’s shoes to find out what they need.



Spinal Cord Injury

Step 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZL7L26F66Q

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This class activity is housed in a module that covers sexuality and disability as well as substance abuse in patients and practitioners.  The humanities interventions in this module are intended to address the patient’s lived experience related to their sexuality and self-esteem, and the intended outcome is for students to be able to empathetically and professionally communicate with their patients about sexuality while maintaining the patient’s self-esteem.  With a few exceptions, students are typically uncomfortable talking about sex and sexuality with their patients, and this activity is intended to begin to address that discomfort.Step 1:  Students watch The Waterdance20   and complete a worksheet with prompting questions about the experiences of the characters in the movieThe Waterdance is about three men who meet in an inpatient rehab facility after spinal cord injuries.  The movie has little to do with their physical rehabilitation, but it is a rich case scenario about the psychosocial issues surrounding this diagnosis.  Context such as family support, sexuality, substance abuse, mechanism of injury, and phases of psychological adaptation are all portrayed.  Actors Eric Stoltz and Helen Hunt play the roles of Joel and Anna who are in an a romantic relationship, and they portray the first attempts at physical intimacy, including managing Joel’s catheter during sex. Additionally, Anna and Joel are in a relationship, but Anna is married to someone else.  This may conflict with the students’ own values which provides an opportunity to suspend judgement.  It is also an opportunity to consider sexuality in the context of identity and relationship roles as Joel encourages Anna not to leave her husband.  And, of course, Joel’s support system factors into discharge planning.The worksheet that students complete as they watch the movie prompts them to reflect on the patients’ experiences, what they may be feeling, and how it influences a physical therapist’s interactions with them.(see CHEP repository for worksheet  https://www.acapt.org/about/our-leadership/consortium/consortium-for-the-humanities-ethics-and-professionalism-(chep) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZL7L26F66Q


Spinal Cord Injury

Step 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 2:  Also outside of class, students complete a reflective writing assignment in an anonymous blog.  They are prompted to reflect on their own values and beliefs surrounding sexulaity and disability, then consider how comfortable they might be when discussing this with a patient.



Spinal Cord Injury

Step 3

Class 
Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 3:  In class, students are given time to review the blog posts, and they are asked to identify one that is different - or even opposite- from their own values and beliefs.  They then reflect with a classmate about why their values are different AND consider the value of BOTH perspectives.A large group discussion is facilitated that prompts students to understand the importance of giving patients permission to ask questions about sexuality after a spinal cord injury or any other diagnosis.  They then role play conversations with each other to practice giving patients permission to ask questions and providing limited, honest yet hopeful information.



Outcomes
• Students can identify correct response on a multiple 

choice exam and they understand that this is part of 
their role

• Interactions with patients in our Patient-Client 
Management lab and Community Clinic have mixed 
results.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it comes to outcomes here: students are clearly able to demonstrate understanding of their role and how to empathically communicate with patients about sexuality on an academic level, and as mentioned previously, there is a need to formulate better ways of measuring growth in the affective domain.  This one activity is not enough to make them professionals, but it has given some students the confidence to ask about sexual function and sexuality when they interact with standardized patients in the patient-client management lab.In our community clinic, I have observed some (or a lot of) hesitation when asking patients about sex.  This might be due to me being in the room, or the significant difference between role playing conversations with a classmate and talking with an actual patient.  There is still opportunity for student development here, but students know this is part of their responsibility, and it will take practice and modeling by experienced clinicians to continue to move forward.***********************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************



Chronic Pain
■ I move away from this place

In the form of a disturbance
And enter into the world
Like some tiny distortion

■ If I surrender
And I don't fight this wave
I won't go under
I'll only get carried away

■ Wave
Wave
Wave

■ Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I teach first year DPT in the same school as Sarah. I’ve been teaching for 5 years and was a full time clinician before that.When I first came on as a full time faculty member, I saw that one of my objectives in my class had to do with communicating about pain to people in various types of pain, including chronic and central. I had no problem with that since I had a lot of experience working with people in chronic pain.However, you can have all the education communication tools in the world, but I knew that if you can’t empathize a certain type of person, it may not be enough.Proper communication and education requires active listening, empathy, and rapport.I had a problem, how can I get students to empathize with people in chronic pain when most of them don’t have any experience of any kind with people in that condition.I read about (in Patient-Practitioner Interaction by Davis) how, one of the ways to get students to empathize with a group that they don’t understand is to expose them to artworks created by that group.And then I remembered this song that I had heard a couple years earlier and I hypothesized about how it could help me out.I’m going to read these lyrics to you. Now turn to the person next to you and discuss for a minutes or so what you think it means. Now let’s listen to the song along with musical accompaniment. Did listening to it with music change your interpretation of the song’s lyrics?What I did with you all, I basically do the same thing with my students. I show them this example of how the humanities helped me better empathize with people in chronic pain, then I ask them to do something similar on a discussion board through a process of art interpretation and reflective writing.



Discussion Board

■ Find a piece of artwork that 
was created by a person that 
was meant to represent 
their pain experience.

■ Not emotional pain
■ Not intellectual pain
■ Not someone else’s pain

■ Sculpture
■ Painting
■ Music
■ Show
■ Movie
■ Dance
■ Poetry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time the activity during “relative” down periods in the semester to decrease interference. I also posted my own example (Beck’s song). What about the artwork made you think it was about a pain experience? How did the interpretation of your chosen artwork help you to understand the human pain experience?Pose a question about your artwork to your classmates. It could be about the artists choices, content, or interpretation of the art. 



Discussion Board-Submissions

■ Student response: 

■ T his  piece made me think 
of  phys ical pain becaus e of  
the s hadows  that are 
cas ted on the body by her 
hands . T he s hadows  s tuck 
out to me becaus e they 
could be interpreted as  a 
cage that holds  her 
pris oner to her pain. W e 
can s ee the s cars , but not 
how they make her feel 
like a pris oner.



Discussion Board-Submissions

Student Response: 

■ This is how grief physically 
feels  and the more I thought 
about it the more I 
connected it to pain as  well. 
W hen we are in chronic  pain, 
it makes  it hard to get up and 
go through the day knowing 
it's  going to be full of  pain. It 
makes  us  feel heavy and 
weighed down to the point 
s ome don't even want to live 
any more.



Empathy and Implicit Bias 
Instructional Strategy
Grant funded by the 
Texas Physical 
Therapy Foundation.

Purpose of Study

■ Increase student empathy 
towards people with chronic pain 
and/or disability

■ Decrease student bias towards 
people with chronic pain and/or 
disability

■ Check for correlation between 
measures of empathy and implicit 
bias

■ Assess students’ perceptions of a 
humanities activity.



Measures

Jefferson Scale of 
E mpathy-Health 
P rofes s ionals  
S tudent V ers ion 
(JS E -HP S )

Implic it A s s ociation 
T es t- for people with 
dis abilities  (IA T )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both of the these measures have been studied for validity and reliability. 12, 20-22IAT: https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/



Findings

Empathy
■ There were significant 

changes  for individuals  on 
the JS E -HP S , but not for the 
mean acros s  collection 
dates . 

■ High s elf-rating and variety 
of c linical experiences  
limited the s tudy’s  ability to 
pick up group changes  in 
empathy. 

■ C hanges  may have been 
educational rather than 
s tatis tical 

Implicit Bias
■ T here was  a s tatis tically 

s ignif icant increas e in IA T  
s cores  (reduced bias ) in the 
19 -27 year-old partic ipant 
age group (9 4 %  of the 
cohort) from bas eline s cores  
to pos t-c linical experience. 

■ W hen s tudents  over the age 
of 27 (n=4 ) were added to the 
group, the mean change was  
not s ignif icant. 

■ Meas ures  both correlate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relationship between JSE-HPS and IAT for Disability: Polyserial correlation between final JSE-HPS and IAT scores was .25 with a standard error of .08.The relationship between the IAT and JSE-HPS was positive and significant, but not strong, 95% confidence interval of (.09, .41)



Changes in Implicit Bias



What did the students think?
1= Strongly Disagree
7=S trongly A gree

• T he A oP  les s on will help me to empathize with patients  in chronic pain.
5 .79

• T he A oP  les s on will help me to empathize with patients  with dis abilities .
5 .6 8

• T he A oP  les s on changed how I thought about patients  in chronic pain. 
5 .5 1

• T he A oP  les s on changed how I thought about patients  with dis abilities . 
5 .12

• T he A oP  les s on was  an effective learning activity/tool. 
5 .9 0

• L ooking at art helped me to connect with the patient’s  lived experience. 
5 .72

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general, the students indicated that they valued the learning activity and thought it would help them to increase their ability to empathize with people with disabilities or in chronic pain. 



Now What?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Barriers to teaching empathyDon’t be afraid to teach in the affective domainConsider these activities and develop moreShare with the PT education communityMore research is needed in the areas of interventions and outcomes, and in PT education



What ideas do you have?
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